Course Schedule:

**During SOD Orientation Week:**

**Friday, September 22\textsuperscript{nd}**
1:30-4:15 PM (ER clinic, B 229)
Students: *Aboulhosn – Esterly Contos*

**Monday, September 25\textsuperscript{th}**
9:30 AM to 12:20 (ER clinic, B 229)
Students: *Feliz - Minahan*

**Tuesday, September 26\textsuperscript{th}**
1:00 to 3:50 PM (ER clinic, B 229)
Students: *Nguyen - Yamamura*

**During Autumn Quarter:**
The class will be divided into groups A through E. Each group will be scheduled for 2 clinical rotations by group. Please refer to the Autumn Quarter class schedules (posted on the SOD curriculum website) for ORALM 525 clinical rotations schedule by group.

(Please refer to the *Schedule of Clinical Rotations by Student Name*)